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INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE), as an independent
research institute of the Natural Environment Research Council,
has a national responsibility for the monitoring of changes in rural
land use and landscapes, as an essential part of its role in
assessing the implications of past, present and future policies on
the terrestrial and freshwater environment. This responsibility is
mirrored by the general interest expressed by groups representing
all types of land users, government agencies, planning authorities
and parliamentary committees. No issue concerned with land use
is more keenly debated than that of landscape change, and, in
particular, the long-term environmental effects of differing uses of
land.

It was in seeking to confront these important issues that ITE has
conducted 2 surveys of land use, one in 1977-78 and the other in
1984, ie a gap of 6 years, in order to determine the recent changes
taking place in characteristic land uses, and hence in the resulting
landscapes. The method involves sampling a representative series
of sites throughout Great Britain, each site measuring 1km x 1km.
Details of how these surveys were done, and discussion of
sampling errors, are presented elsewhere. This short booklet is
intended to present examples of some of the more important
results.

The ITE surveys covered a wide range of land use and landscape
features, but this presentation concentrates on 15 features which
are of topical interest, 3 each from the broad categories of
agriculture, woodlands, boundaries, the built environment and
recreation. (Information on other features will be available in the
more detailed descriptions of the results currently being prepared.)

Maps showing the general occurrence of each feature in 12
regions of Britain are included in this presentation. These regions
are based on counties that have essentially similar land character-
istics, although county boundaries are not generally decided by
environmental (and hence land cover type) criteria. Cumbria, for
example, includes nearly the full range of agricultural land cover
types found in Britain. By contrast, Lincolnshire or Cambridgeshire
tend to be more homogeneous in their land form and land use.

The information given in this document represents some objectively
derived findings from the 2 ITE surveys. Judgemental interpretation
has been kept to a minimum, although analysis of ecological
effects of landscape change may be reported in future publi-
cations.
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- improved rough grazing
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WOODLANDS
-removal of woodland
- new woodland
- young individual trees



REMOVAL OF WOODLAND
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NEW WOODLAND
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YOUNG INDIVIDUAL TREES
ThP numbers of individual young trees, estimated to be 5 years old or
younger were recorded at each sample site. Groups of 10 or more
young trees were classified as new woodand (see previous page)
Trees growing on golf courses and other recreation areas were
excluded from these estimates Young trees in hedgerows were
differentiated from other isolated trees

The estimated number of young hedgerow trees in Great Britain was
59 000 Other isolated young trees totalled 161 000. of which itcosi
kinre planted

About half of the total number of young trees were found in East
Anglia where smairocale tree planting schemes and hedgerow
tagging are becorning common
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The national average density of young trees was about one tree per
kilometre square with areas away from East Anglia having lower
densities

Survey reports suggest that many victims of Dutch elm disease were
suckering and may provide a valuable future resource
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BOUNDARIES
-removal of boundaries
-newboundaries
-old hedgerows
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REMOVAL OF BOUNDARIES
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NEW BOUNDARIES
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OLD HEDGEROWS

Tor.. eni2iii of derelio Hedgerow in 1984

Although difficult to define derelict and relic hedgerows were
recorded in the sample sites Derehct hedgerows resembled the
appearance of hedges but were no longer of use as stockproof
boundaries Relic hedgerows were often no more than Ilnes of trees
or shrubs Both are interesting features of the landscape which are
likely to change in the future

In 1984 the length of derelict hedgerow in Great Britain was 58 000
kilometres with a further 46600 kilometres of relic hedgerow

a

1984

Lengths odereict hedgerow in 1984
shown in metres per kdorriere snuare
in each of 12 regions

Lengths et rciiic hedgerow in 1984
shown ri metres per kiiometre souare
in each of 12 regions

1984

These features were especially characteristic of south-west England
and Wales, but these figures may reflect the greater overall lengths
of hedgerow in these regions

The future changes in these features are uncertain They may be
removed (as a result of agricultural intensification or as a fuel-wood
source) or they may grow into lines of trees being often uneconomic
to re-lay.

46600 km

Total length of relic hedgerow in 1984



BUILDINGS & ROADS
-new housing estates
-new roads and tracks
-newagricultural buildings
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NEW AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS
105500

fora number of new agrou;tural buildings in 1984

The areas of farm buildings were recorded in 1978. and new
structures which extended these areas or formed new sites, were
recorded in 1984

The number of new farm buildings was 105500.

There were no strong regional trends, except that southern regions
had greater numbers of new farm buildings than northern, and
especially Scottish. regions

If there are about 220 000 farms in Britain. then, on average, nearly
50% of them had one new building erected in the 6-year period
between surveys.

New farm buildings were most frequently found on cereal/arable
farms and only 1% were associated with upland farming systems
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RECREATION FEATURES
-golf courses
-caravan sites
-horses
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The area of golf courses was measured in the sample sites in 1978
and in 1984. and national and regional estimates were made for the
change in area.

The total area of golf courses in 1978 was 102 000 hectares and had
increased by 14% to 116 000 hectares by 198498% of te
increased area was due to tne expansion of existing sites.

Golf courses were found most commonly in Eng!ish regions
especially in the central region

Where golf courses nad •ncreased in area it was usually at the
expense of agrlcultural, often arable. !and

"
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HORSES
The number of horses in each of the sample sites was recorded in
1984, and national and regional totals were calculated Only horses
which were kept outside at the time of survey (summer) were
recorded and no distinction between types of horse was made

The total number of horses in Great Britain in 1984 was 558 100

0.4

0.8

1984

•

Toter' nnrnber ci horses in 1984

I •

Horses were usually recorded on their  own  in fields. but in 283e of
occurrences they were found with agricultural stock

The rrosl frequent grazing land on winch horses were recorded was
descrted as permanent pasture (62%1 with rough grazing (33%1
featuring •upland areas Short-term grass leys accounted lor only
5% of the rand on wnicrn norses were found

Horses were recorded in 31% of the sample sites hut most were
found in East Anglia and south England The nighnumbers of norses
in East Anglia were usually found in urban fringe situations but also
on stud-farms

If a horse uses about 2 hectares of grass per year then these figures
suggest that horses in GreatBritain need about one million hectares
of land, or about 15% ot the lowland grass



SUMMARY
ITE carried out field surveys which sampled Great Britain in 1978
and 1984.

Both surveys yielded information on land cover types, land use and
landscape features, with the second survey being particularly
detailed. Changes in the extent and distribution of certain categories
have been calculated. For the purposes of the report, some
examples of the types of information, and the results associated with
their assessment, are presented as a fore-runner to a fuller report to
be published in due course.

The changes in wheat', oilseed rape and improvement of rough
grazing were analysed as examples of how agricultural land cover
types have been surveyed. Although there may have been variations
in the intervening years, the area of land under wheat had increased
by 66% between survey dates. Oilseed rape had increased 10-fold
and, like wheat, occupied land that was previously under cereals,
other arable crops or short-term grass. The analysis of crop
changes, field by field, showed that only a small percentage (about
3%) of the new cereal land had come from permanent pasture or
poorer grazing land.

When considering woodland changes, it was shown that the area of
newly planted broadleaf trees approximately equalled the area of
broadleaf woodland and scrub removed. However, the new plant-
ings differed from the ancient broadleaf woods, and much of the
planting had taken place in already depleted East Anglia. The
removal of woodland continued in neighbouring areas such as
central, south and south-east England. In addition, a relatively large
percentage of broadleaf woodland had been underplanted with
conifers.

Most of the removal of conifer forest was associated with re-planting
of conifers in Scotland, especially in the highlands and islands.
Some new coniferous plantations (about 9%) had been established
where broadleaf woodland had been removed.

Many young trees had been planted, especially in East Anglia, but
the number of young hedgerow and isolated trees was small (one
tree per kilometre square) when considered on a national scale.

The removal of boundaries was recorded. Minimum figures for the
removal of whole hedgerows (excluding those replaced by another
boundary type) indicated that 28 000 kilometres had been removed.
Much of this removal had taken place in areas where cereal crops
had increased, such as central, south and south-east England. By
contrast, new boundaries were mainly wire fences (48400
kilometres), although there were some new hedges and wooden
fences, the latter usually being associated with horses. There were
about 8 times as many hedges removed as had been planted.

New built features included housing estates (39300 hectares),
agricultural buildings (105 000) and roads and tracks (4300 and
5 000 kilometres respectively). Much of the new housing was found
in East Anglia and other regions within commuting distance of
London. Agricultural buildings were found most frequently in the
lowland regions, as were roads and tracks. In the Scottish islands,
many new tracks were built.

Recreation topics represented in the report were golf courses,
caravan parks and horses. The areas of golf courses and caravan
parks had both increased by about 15%, development of the former
tending to be through enlargement of existing sites.

Interest in the increasing popularity of horse-ownership, especially in
the urban fringe, led to the estimation of the number of horses, which
exceeded half a million.

Overall, the major conclusion from the results of the ITE surveys was
that the loss of landscape features was slowing down in East Anglia,
but was probably increasing elsewhere in southern Britain, in
association with the spread of cereals and the intensification of
agriculture. Meanwhile, modification of the landscape was being
carried out in East Anglia through the planting and encouragement
of young trees.

The 2 ITE surveys have allowed estimates to be made of changes
taking place in the British landscape. The information obtained from
these surveys forms a baseline for future monitoring of the rural
environment, as well as allowing study of the ecological effects of
such change, and the prediction of future trends.
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